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10.1177/0196859903252850 ARTICLEJournal of Communication InquiryOnline Hate Groups

Margaret E. Duffy

Web of Hate: A Fantasy Theme

Analysis of the Rhetorical Vision

of Hate Groups Online

The development and growth of the Internet and World Wide Web have provided

a new and persuasive medium for business, education, and social interaction.

Examination of hate group Web sites reveal world views that cast organizations’

aims in mainstream and traditionally American terms. This article uses Ernest

Bormann’s fantasy theme analysis to examine hate group Web sites as a means

to understand the world views expressed and the resulting potential for

persuasion.

Keywords: symbolic convergence theory; dramatism; hate speech; racism;

Internet

The Internet has evolved into a sprawling system of communication with

attendant large-scale commercial, industrial, and social relevancies. In addi-

tion, the Internet and the World Wide Web have been implicated as contribu-

tors to a culture of hate and violence. Hate crimes against gays and African

Americans and the tragic shootings at Columbine High School in Littleton,

Colorado, served to further focus attention on media that may play a part in

motivating individuals to violent behaviors (Leland 1999).

This article proposes that dramatistic theory can offer an effective approach

for understanding the Internet as a tool of communication for persuasive mes-

sages of hate groups through analysis of their Web sites. In particular, the study

focuses attention on the symbolic realities or “rhetorical visions,” as Ernest

Bormann (1985) calls them, created in hate group Web sites. The extremist

world view of reality as shaped by the rhetorical visions of hate groups may be

packaged persuasively in the medium of the Internet and made readily avail-

able to a vast audience online who might never otherwise be exposed to the

message. The hate sites examined offer rhetorical visions revealing shared ide-

ology and philosophy with world views packaged to resonate with mainstream
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American ideals. The rhetoric traced in the analysis presents racism cloaked in

themes that Cragan and Shields (1981) call “modal societal fantasy themes,”

which they argue are fundamental beliefs and values that comprise society’s

symbolic reality.

Internet Characteristics, Growth, and Usage

The Internet’s interactivity, anonymity, and perceived credibility combine

to create a powerful tool for persuasion (Johnson and Kaye 1998). Hate groups

are able to package their message in a visually persuasive manner and in the

interactive environment of the medium the recipient of a persuasive message

may become desensitized and more accepting of the message. Groups are able

to present their messages in a mainstream way and recruit followers more effi-

ciently because of the medium’s effectiveness in reaching disenfranchised

people (Bayles and O’Driscoll 1997). As defined by the nonprofit online

watchdog organization HateWatch (1998),
1

a hate group is an organization

advocating violence against or unreasonable hostility toward those persons or

organizations identified by their race, religion, national origin, sexual orienta-

tion, or gender. Hate group activities in the United States have been on the rise

in the past decade, but academic information on these groups is limited (Levin

and McDevitt 1995). According to the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC)

(1998c), the number of hate groups operating in the United States rose signifi-

cantly in 1997, a year in which the organizations reached increasing numbers

of people in mainstream society through white power rock, racist millennial

religion, and slickly produced Internet sites. Joe Roy of the SPLC is quoted

saying, “There’s no question that the Net is one of the key factors in the growth

of hate groups. . . . These groups are reaching people who would’ve never been

exposed to it otherwise” (Arent 1999).

Historically, hate groups are technologically sophisticated. In 1985, one

group set up a Commodore 64 computer with a single telephone modem so that

callers could download messages from an electronic bulletin board allowing

skinheads, Klansmen, and Neo-Nazis, to communicate with members and

potential members across the country (Hamm 1993). In 1995, Klansman Don

Black put up the first Neo-Nazi site on the World Wide Web (HateWatch 1998;

SPLC 1998d). By November 1998 there were more than 200 active hate

groups sites on the Internet documented by HateWatch (1998).

Findings of a study by Cowan and Hodge (1996) suggest that responses to

hate speech are complex and contextual. According to Matsuda et al. (1993),

research in the psychology of racism suggests a related effect of racist hate pro-

paganda—at some level racial inferiority is planted in the mind as an idea that

may hold some truth. Repeated presentations of the message may be absorbed

and interfere with perception and interaction with members of the targeted
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group, with the result that the next interaction may involuntarily trigger the

hate message.

Symbolic Convergence Theory

Because of its focus on shared creation of social reality through dramatized

messages, Symbolic Convergence Theory (SCT) offers a useful framework to

investigate hate groups online. SCT is a general theory of rhetoric in which

groups create and share fantasies about the group and outside groups and

thereby build a shared identity. The theory provides an explanation accounting

for the creation, raising and maintenance of group consciousness through

communication. Through stories and rituals the members of a group create a

common consciousness—a shared understanding of the group and what it

means to be a member (Bormann, Cragan, and Shields 1994; Jackson 1998;

Littlejohn 1996).

SCT originated in small-group communication and was applied by

Bormann to rhetorical action in society. Stories, termed fantasy themes, are

created in symbolic interaction within groups and, to use Bormann’s term

chain out from person to person and group to group (Bormann 1982; Bormann,

Cragan, and Shields 1994; Littlejohn 1996). According to Bormann, Cragan,

and Shields (1994), the original concepts of dramatization and shared fantasy

theme were developed by careful and rigorous social scientific methods

applied to the study of communication episodes. Restatements, metaphors,

inside cues (sometimes called symbolic cues), and jokes flowing from differ-

ent communicators may be taken as evidence that a fantasy has chained and

people have converged symbolically to a shared reality (Bormann, Cragan and

Shields 1994).

Bormann’s comprehensive approach to dramatistic rhetorical criticism is

fantasy theme analysis. Fantasy themes are part of larger dramas that are lon-

ger, more complicated stories that catch up groups of people in a symbolic real-

ity, termed rhetorical vision by Bormann (1972). Bormann argues that drama-

tizing moments can not only chain within small face-to-face groups but

through the technologies of mass media to large groups that, in turn, can be

chained back into small face-to-face group contexts. A rhetorical vision is a

view of how things have been, are, or will be. As people seek to make sense out

of their environment and events around them, they come into contact with fan-

tasies that have chained out. If they are sufficiently compelling and speak con-

vincingly to the individual’s “here and now” problems in a dramatic form, the

fantasies can be consolidated into a credible interpretation of reality.

According to Cragan and Shields (1981), the most significant motives for

action are contained in fantasy themes describing the sanctioning agent or

legitimizing authorities of the drama. Sanctioning agents justify “the accep-
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tance and promulgation of a rhetorical drama” (p. 7) and may be a higher

power or a even a concept such as “weapons of mass destruction.” Motives are

also reflected in attributes ascribed to the dramatis personae, actions accentu-

ated in given scenarios, and descriptions of scenic elements. Fantasy themes

contain and describe the emotions of the people who participate in the drama

and exhibit the valued meanings. People converge or come to hold a common

image as they share fantasy themes. Shared rhetorical visions and fantasy

themes can be taken as evidence that convergence has occurred. Littlejohn

(1996) proposes that fantasy themes therefore constitute an important ingredi-

ent in persuasion. Bormann (1985) argues that fantasy themes are not entirely

different from reasoned discourse, saying that “the force of fantasy not only

accounts for the irrational and non-rational aspects of persuasion but that it

provides the ground for the rational elements as well” (p. 16).

Fantasy theme analysis is useful in examining the rhetorical content of

online hate group sites to understand the overall rhetorical vision of the groups

as demonstrated in the sites, and the resulting implications for persuasion.

Hate groups have created a culture imbued with dramatic representations of

their world view, a view they present to online viewers in credible and compel-

ling ways. Dramatic analysis can help us understand the social reality of hate

group members and the nature of a rhetorical movement. As Bormann (1981)

puts it, “the explanatory power of the fantasy chain lies in its ability to account

for the development, evolution, and decay of dramas that catch up groups of

people and change their behavior” (p. 19). In other words, a sinister symbolic

reality can organize meaning, stir emotions, and motivate people to act.

Method

Four categories of hate groups were studied: (1) white Nationalists, (2)

Neo-Nazis, (3) Ku Klux Klan (KKK), and (4) black separatists.
2
One site from

each category was selected for this study, using online searches as well as list-

ings of hate groups from monitoring organizations to find sites that were repre-

sentative for each category.
3
Fantasy theme analysis was then used to examine

the dramatized images and rhetorical content of the selected sites.

Based on prominence in monitoring organizations’ listings and through

online searches, these sites were selected for study:

1. Stormfront.org White Nationalist Resource Page (2002) is considered the first true rac-

ist site on the Internet (Anti-Defamation League 1998; HateWatch 1998), available at

http://www.stormfront.org/. Maintained by ex-Klansman Don Black, Stormfront was

the first White Nationalist site to go on the Web in March 1995 (HateWatch 1998; SPLC

1998a). The site is a compendium of articles, links to other sites, news items, events, let-

ters from readers, archived articles, Internet mailing lists, and German and Spanish lan-

guage sections.
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2. National Alliance, the Neo-Nazi organization that the SPLC (1998a) reports is growing

at unprecedented levels and may have inspired the Oklahoma City bombing, available at

http://www.natvan.com/ (National Alliance 1998). According to HateWatch (1998), the

Neo-Nazi organization National Alliance has grown dramatically in the past several

years, with “aggressive use of the Internet and airwaves to attract new recruits.” Mem-

bership now numbers in the thousands, with chapters in more than a dozen states. The

site offers information covering group philosophy, activities, history of the organiza-

tion, and membership requirements. Also available are a book catalog and suggested

reading material, archived texts from selected American Dissident Voices broadcasts,

news items, letters from readers, information about a monthly newsletter and magazine,

Internet mailing lists to which site visitors may subscribe, and Swedish, Dutch, French,

and German language sections.

3. Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, available at http://www.k-k-k.com/ (Knights of the Ku

Klux Klan 1998). This site claims heritage from the original KKK founded by General

Nathan Bedford Forrest, and prior affiliation with former Klan leaders David Duke and

Don Black. The site promotes the organization as “The world’s oldest, largest, and most

professional Whites’ civil rights organization” and issues appeals to “End the Invisible

Agenda to Destroy the White Race.” It includes a statement of beliefs, application for

membership, history, an explanation for cross burning, a “race traitor” page, links to

merchandise, and “White educational” game software.

4. Nation of Islam (NOI), termed both a Black separatist (SPLC 1998a) and Black racist

(HateWatch 1998) site, available at http://www.noi.org/ (Nation of Islam 1998). The

NOI site includes archived articles, news releases, speeches, information about events,

and links to associated groups. Speeches by the NOI leader Minister Louis Farrakhan

are available via Webcast, and the publication “The Final Call” is available in an online

edition.

Because analysis of an entire Web site would not be feasible for study

through fantasy theme analysis, selected sections of written text were exam-

ined from each site. The sections were selected based on prominence of the

written text in a site, and the significance of the text in its relevance to beliefs,

principles, or goals of the organization.

Three texts were selected from each site to give a broader vision of the fan-

tasy themes within a site, yet not so great a number as to be unwieldy. The texts

were then analyzed for symbolic cues, dramatis personae (characters), plot

line (action), scene (setting), and sanctioning agents from which the overall

fantasy theme could then be determined. Quotation marks indicate material

directly quoted from the indicated Web site. Because of the virtual nature of

the medium, no page numbers are available.

Findings

I. The Plea for Fairness and Justice

Virtually all of the sites express themes of fairness, justice, and morality in

justifying their claims and beliefs. In particular, Stormfront.org, and the

Nation of Islam dramatize these appeals.
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White Nationalist: Stormfront.org—

The “Racist” Double Standard

In “What is Racism?,” the fantasy theme is that of a “racist double standard”

of whites “made to feel guilty and hateful” for loving their own people and cul-

ture: “ ‘Black Pride’ is said to be a wonderful and worthy thing, but anything

that could be construed as an expression of white pride is a form of hatred”

(Stormfront 2002). This fantasy theme also appears in the article “Key Con-

cepts of White Nationalism.”

The primary symbolic cue is the issue of difference or equality of races:

A peculiarly American meaning derives from the current dogma that all ethnic

stocks are equal. Despite clear evidence to the contrary, all races have been

declared to be equally talented and hardworking, and anyone who questions the

dogma is thought to be not merely wrong but evil. (Stormfront 2002)

Societal and educational institutions are the primary dramatis personae,

with supporting characters in the form of students, black politicians, and the

black Yahweh cult. The scene is set on college campuses, within neighbor-

hoods, in the realm of politics and business, churches, and at the voting booth,

for indeed, the argument is made, “America is racked with it [racism]”

(Stormfront 2002). Universities in particular are identified as promoting the

racial “double standard.” The argument is made that “college campuses forbid

pejorative statements about non-whites [sic] as ‘racist,’ but ignore scurrilous

attacks on whites,” and “there are 107 ‘historically Black’colleges, whose fun-

damental blackness must be preserved in the name of diversity, but all histori-

cally White colleges must be forcibly integrated in the name of . . . the same

thing. To resist would be racist” (Stormfront 2002).

The primary plot line is that of the double standard. The argument is made

that “since any theory of racial differences has been outlawed, the only possi-

ble explanation for Black failure is White racism,” (Stormfront 2002), yet,

What appears to be nonwhite racism is so understandable and forgivable that it

hardly deserves the name . . . whether an act is called racism depends on the race

of the racist. What would surely be called racism when done by Whites is

thought to be normal when done by anyone else. (Stormfront 2002)

The media are guilty of “enormous uproar” over a white on black murder

and the “use of the word ‘niggar’ [sic] while doing so” but are silent “when

members of the black Yahweh cult carry out ritual murders of random Whites”

(Stormfront 2002). The sanctioning agents are the principles of fairness and

justice.
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Stormfront.org: Zionist Control of the

United States and the Media

In “Zionist control of the media: Who rules America?,” the fantasy theme

presented is that of an elite Jewish domination and control of the United States,

especially through mass media news and entertainment, which manipulates

the image of the world and events, and thereby shapes opinion: “There is no

greater power in the world today than that wielded by the manipulators of pub-

lic opinion . . . the few dozen men who control America’s mass news and enter-

tainment media” with “nothing more dangerous to the future of our people”

(Stormfront 2002).

Dramatis personae include the characterization of white racists stereotyped

as a bigoted “gun nut” in television shows, contrasted against the positive por-

trayals of minority characters such as the “take charge” black scholar or busi-

nessman. The “Jewishness” of the media is exemplified in the dramatis perso-

nae of the media heads, which the article refers to in detail.

The site portrays the media as something that “reaches into every home in

America” where for many “the real world has been replaced by the false reality

of the TV environment” (Stormfront 2002). Sanctioning agents are concepts of

fairness, justice, and morality.

Nation of Islam: A Separate State

Provided As Fair Compensation

In “What the Muslims Want,” the fantasy theme is that of a separate state in

which black men and women may live free from the oppression of white soci-

ety, government, and “White courts” of the “former slave masters,” and where

they may enjoy equality and freedom of justice, opportunity, education, and

religion under their own established society, with freedom from police and

mob brutality and race mixing (NOI 2002).

Symbolic cues include references to freedom, justice, and equality; that

contributions and suffering of slaves should be recognized; and that there is an

obligation for compensation made to their descendants by “former slave mas-

ters” (NOI 2002). The primary dramatis personae is the “we” who are “Black

men and women” whose “parents and grandparents” were “slaves,” with refer-

ence made to throughout the text as “our people,” “Believers of Islam,”

“Negro,” “Black people,” “our people,” “Black children,” “Muslim teachers,”

and “the Muslims” (NOI 2002). Other dramatis personae include the “former

slave masters,” “slave master’s children, and the institutions of society,

referred to as the “police,” “federal government,” “White courts,” and “govern-

ment of the United States” (NOI 2002).
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The plot line is one of fair compensation for contributions. The demand is

made for “full and complete freedom,” “equal justice under the law,” and

“equality of opportunity” (NOI 2002). After “giving 400 years of . . . sweat and

blood” and “free labor,” which “helped America become rich and powerful,”

and “receiving in return some of the worst treatment human beings have ever

experienced” and “suffering forced” by “White America,” the demand is made

for “complete separation” (NOI 2002). The scene is set in an oppressive Amer-

ica, where the group once toiled in slavery and even now does not enjoy the

same rights under law, where “thousands of Black people have to subsist on

relief or charity or live in poor houses,” or are sentenced by “White courts” to

“federal prisons” and “innumerable prisons” (NOI 2002). The scene for the

future is of a “separate state or territory—either on this continent or elsewhere”

with “fertile and minerally [sic] rich” land and all supplies provided by the

United States government, where the group may establish their own society

and educational system, and enjoy freedom of religion (NOI 2002). The sanc-

tioning agents are the concepts of justice and fairness.

II. The Natural Order and the Resurrection of the People

Two sites in particular evoke important themes that are different but related

nevertheless. In the Nation of Islam site, we see stirring appeals to the “Resur-

rection of the righteous,” a separatist state, and the return to the “original

order” as black people as the first people on earth.

Similarly, the National Alliance and KKK sites imagine a “new white

world” in which the social distortions of the past are erased and the natural

order of things restored.

Nation of Islam: Resurrection of the

Righteous, God’s Chosen People

In the text “What the Muslims Believe,” the fantasy theme is that the Mus-

lims in America are God’s chosen people and as the “righteous” are the first for

“mental resurrection” (NOI 2002). The time is at hand for the separation of the

races by dividing America, and by “Black people” taking their own names,

thereby fully severing any ties between the “former slave masters” and the

“freed slaves” (NOI 2002). Only when the “so-called Negroes” are separate

from the “so-called White Americans” to form their own nation will they

obtain true freedom, justice, and equality (NOI 2002). Symbolic cues include

reference to resurrection, God’s chosen people, the righteous, freedom, equal-

ity, and justice.

The primary dramatis personae are “we” of the “so-called Negroes” and

“the people of God’s choice,” also referred to in the text as “the rejected and the
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despised,” “the Black man,” “slave master’s slave,” “the Black people of the

earth,” “freed slaves,” “Black peoples,” and “righteous Muslims” (NOI 2002).

The other key dramatis personae is the “One God whose proper name is Allah,”

who also appears as “Allah (God) in the Person of Master W. Fard Muhammad

(NOI 2002). Supporting dramatis personae are “all the Prophets of God,” man-

kind, “so-called White Americans” who are also referred to as “former slave

masters,” enemies, and millions of unemployed (NOI 2002). The plot line is

that the time of “first judgment” is at hand and has been decreed by God to take

place in America (NOI 2002). “The most in need” of resurrection are the “so-

called Negroes,” who are “rejected and despised,” and as “the people of God’s

choice” and “the righteous,” will be resurrected first (NOI 2002).

To provide true equality and justice due the “Black man” and to prove they

“are truthful about their professed friendship toward the so-called Negro,”

white people are called upon to “divide up America with their slaves” (NOI

2002).

The scene is set in America, where “this is the time in history for the separa-

tion” of the races to occur, so that God will “bring about a universal govern-

ment of peace wherein we all can live in peace together” (NOI 2002). The

sanctioning agent is God, who is referred to as “Allah,” supported by the Holy

Qur’an, Scriptures, Prophets, the Bible, and principles of righteousness, jus-

tice, and equality.

Nation of Islam: The Original People of the Earth

Are Called to Give New Meaning to Race

This fantasy theme dramatizes the black race as the “original people of the

earth” from which came all other races (NOI 2002). As the original “aboriginal

people of the earth,” race had no meaning until the white race taught a concept

of race that included a doctrine of inferiority for people of color (NOI 2002).

The original people of the earth are now “being called upon by Allah” to give

the “new and true meaning to race,” which will end “race” as it has been known

and allow “human beings to address each other as human beings” and “all

become one in Christ” (NOI 2002).

Symbolic cues include reference to white domination of the earth teaching

racial inferiority, the black race as the original people of the earth, and the

black race “being called upon by Allah” (NOI 2002). The primary dramatis

personae is the “we” who are “Black men and women” and “brothers and sis-

ters,” with references in the text including “inferior people,” “aboriginal peo-

ple,” “the children of Ham (one of the sons of Noah),” “Black woman . . . the

mother of civilization,” and “community” (NOI 2002). Other dramatis perso-

nae include “Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful,” “the Honorable Elijah

Muhammad,” “White people,” “the White man,” and “the superior White

race,” the family of man, and Jesus (NOI 2002).
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The plot line is that the white race has “exercised their rule over the inhabit-

ants of the earth” for the past 6,000 years, which has “advanced a philosophy of

White supremacy” and gave meaning to race that “created hatred and mischief

among the family of men” (NOI 2002). While “race has no meaning to the

aboriginal people of the earth,” it is “White man” who taught the meaning of

race as “the inferiority of Black and . . . all colors other than White . . . and gave

meaning to race in education, politics, religion, justice and all fields of human

endeavor” (NOI 2002). It is argued that

Religion, Christianity in particular, enforced a falsehood that the we (the Black

race) were the children of Ham (one of the sons of Noah), cursed and doomed to

be hewers of wood and drawers of water for the superior White race. (NOI 2002)

The scene is set on earth for the past 6,000 years, and in the future where

there is a “new and true meaning to race” (NOI 2002). The sanctioning agent is

Allah through the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, with reference also made to

the Holy Qur’an and Christ.

National Alliance (NA): A Natural Order

The section titled “General Principles” includes the subheadings A Natural

Order, The Law of Inequality, A Hierarchy of Responsibilities, and Summary

Statement of Belief. The fantasy theme is one of a “natural order” in which the

group sees itself as a part of Nature and subject to Nature’s law. Within this nat-

ural order, inequalities have developed as part of the natural evolutionary pro-

cess. Nature and evolution combined to challenge the Aryan race to a higher

level of development, engendering responsibilities that members of the race

accept in the “service of Nature” (NA 2002).

Dramatis personae include the “we/us” of the group, which is also identified

as “the Aryan (or European) race,” “our race,” and “Aryan men and women”

(NA 2002). The force of Nature is personified as a character, with reference to

“Nature’s law,” and “the Life Force” (NA 2002). The “rest of the world” is

referred to as “subjectivists,” “supernaturalists,” “impious man,” “individual-

ists,” “egalitarians,” and “humanists” (NA 2002). The concept of a higher

power is described as “a divine but nevertheless manlike being,” “God,”

“Yahweh,” “Allah,” and “the deity” (NA 2002).

The primary plot line sets the group as being one with the world in which

there is only the one reality of Nature as the dramatis personae of a higher

force. As a part of Nature, the group enjoys free will to “determine our own

destiny” (NA 2002). This is set in contrast to the “Semitic view” of a divine

power ruling by supernatural law, through which the proponents “absolve

themselves of responsibility for fate” (NA 2002). Nature dictates that in the

hierarchical world, each race “developed special characteristics . . . adapted to
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its environment . . . (and) advanced along its evolutionary path” (NA 2002).

The scene includes a world in which the “one reality” is dictated by Nature in

contrast to an individual reality or the reality of “the Semitic view” (NA 2002).

It also includes more concrete references to the setting, including the

“demanding environment of the North,” “winter,” “climate of the tropics,”

Africa, Europe, good schools, and “good home environment” (NA 2002). The

sanctioning agent for the fantasy theme is Nature, which to the group is repre-

sentative of a greater life force.

National Alliance: A New White World

The section for National Alliance Goals includes the subheadings White

Living Space, An Aryan Society, A Responsible Government, A New Educa-

tional System, and An Economic Policy Based on Racial Principles. The fan-

tasy theme is the forging of a new world from the physical, moral, and spiritual

debris and ruin of the present world. The creation of a greater white world

recalls a great white society in the past and urges a new and greater level of

development, celebrating only white culture.

Dramatis personae include the “ancestors” and the “we/our people” of the

Aryan race, and “our enemies,” the “non-Whites,” “Semitic,” and “non-

Aryan” (NA 2002). Other dramatis personae include patriots, the government,

and government personnel in the form of “politicians and bureaucrats” por-

trayed as “liars with charisma” and alternately as the ideal of “secular priests in

behavior and attitude” (NA 2002). In the plot line of establishing a “White Liv-

ing Space,” the “the sickness of multiculturalism” is eliminated and “a racially

clean area” is established in “those parts of the world suited by climate and ter-

rain” to the Aryan race to ensure “the further development” of the race (NA

2002).

One scene is set in the idealized past of “spiritually healthier times” when

the Aryan race lived in “our living area and our breeding area” of Europe, tem-

perate zones of the Americas, Australia, and the south of the African continent,

contrasted against the scene of destruction brought on by multiculturalism in

“the ruins of the present world” (NA 2002). Another scene presents an ideal-

ized future “of the world for which we are striving,” with “a racially clean area

of the earth” for “White schools . . . neighborhoods . . . recreation

areas . . . workplaces . . . farms and countryside” where “there is a feeling of

family and comradeship, of a shared heritage and a shared destiny” (NA 2002).

Sanctioning agents include the “ancestors” who had created a white world,

“patriots,” “framers of the U.S. Constitution,” and “spirituality” in a broad

sense of responsibility and what is right, “a moral compass so that peo-

ple . . . know instinctively what is wholesome and natural and what is degener-

ate and alien” (NA 2002).
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Ku Klux Klan: Decent and Honorable People Seeking a Better Future

The KKK fantasy theme dramatizes “good, decent, and honorable people”

who seek to better the future “of our children and Western Civilization”

through elimination of “anti-White policies,” protection of Americans and

American jobs, and elimination of immigrants, foreign ownership, and current

“liberal” social policies (KKK 2002). Symbolic cues include “the liberal

media” and “liberal media lies,” “destruction of our race and nation,” Chris-

tians, and the white “common bond (shared) by blood and faith” (KKK 2002).

Dramatis personae are the Klan organization and members, “black people,”

“the liberal media,” Catholics, Christians, white people as “good, decent, and

honorable Christian people,” Klan members, the government, welfare recipi-

ents, “foreigners, immigrants, and illegal aliens,” and God (KKK 2002).

The plot line dramatizes “a gathering of White Christian men and women

who are joined together because of the common bond they share by blood and

faith” in “the oldest, largest, and most professional Whites’ rights group in the

world . . . committed to upholding and defending Western Christian civiliza-

tion” and to “stop the destruction of our race and nation” (KKK 2002). Isola-

tionism is a key element, placing “America first” over foreign nations or immi-

grants, protection of “American’s birthright” by preventing foreign ownership

of American industry and property, protection of “American jobs” now lost to

overseas workers, and the closing of the border through the use of “troops on

our borders to protect our country from the invasion of illegal aliens” (KKK

2002). Societal action would include “drug testing for welfare recipients,”

elimination of Affirmative Action programs, and “outlaw (of) homosexuality

and inter-racial [sic] marriages” to stop “these abominations against God and

nature” to allow America “to return to the great Christian nation it once was”

(KKK 2002). The primary sanctioning agents are God, Christianity, and an

appeal to the sense of justice and fairness.

KKK: Heroic Rescue by Courageous Men

to Save the White Future

In the “History of the Klan,” the fantasy theme is heroic rescue by “just and

decent . . . courageous men” who, like a Phoenix, arise from the ashes of

destruction of the nation to stand up against treason and save the future for their

children (KKK 2002). Symbolic cues include mention of the Reconstruction

period, the forming of the KKK by Nathan Bedford Forrest and saving the

white South, the “tyranny of the federal government,” the concept that history

is repeating itself on a grander scale and is “affecting America as a whole,” and

the appeal that “a few good men” will stand up for the future (KKK 2002).

The dramatis personae include “White citizens who remained loyal to the

southern states,” and private citizens who are victims under martial law,
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“newly freed slaves” and “renegade negroes [sic],” federal troops and a tyran-

nical federal government, and “carpetbaggers” and “scalawags” (KKK 2002).

The heroic protagonist takes shape in the dramatis personae of Nathan Bedford

Forrest and the “just and decent men of honor” who came together to form the

KKK (KKK 2002).

The plot line is one of heroic rescue. The South during period of Recon-

struction after the War Between the States (Civil War) experienced martial law,

“dismal conditions” of burned and seized property, fear of revolt, and “a law-

less time when street justice prevailed” (KKK 2002). From this chaos “just and

decent . . . courageous men” form the KKK and drive “the federal troops back

north” and save the “White south from the tyranny of federal government, the

extortion of the carpetbaggers, the treason of the scalawags, and the hatred of

the numerous renegade negroes [sic]” (KKK 2002).

The plot line proposes that history is now being repeated as “our land is once

again being destroyed by the same treason” that is now “affecting America as a

whole” (KKK 2002). The appeal is made that just as the original Klansmen

rode, there now also is a need for “a few good men willing to stand up for the

betterment of their future,” or “what will we tell our children of future genera-

tions?” (KKK 2002). The scene is set in the past, during the chaos of the period

of Reconstruction in the South, and in a present-day America portrayed as

destroyed by the federal government and self-serving individuals. The sanc-

tioning agent is the sense of duty and honor.

Black Separatist: Nation of Islam

The NOI site includes general information about the group philosophy, the

history of the organization, and biographies of its leaders. This site is small in

comparison to the other sites in this study. Resources and links include

archived articles, news releases, speeches, information about events, and links

to associated groups. Speeches by the Nation of Islam leader Minister Louis

Farrakhan are available via Webcast, and the publication The Final Call is

available in an online edition. The texts chosen for fantasy theme analysis were

selected for their prominence in the site and because the titles suggested they

were indicative of basic beliefs of the organization. The texts selected included

“What the Muslims Want,” “What the Muslims Believe,” and “Giving New

Meaning to Race.”

Fantasy Theme I: A Separate State

Provided As Fair Compensation

In the text, “What the Muslims Want,” the fantasy theme is that of a separate

state in which black men and women may live free from the oppression of

white society, government and “White courts” of the “former slave masters,”
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and where they may enjoy equality and freedom of justice, opportunity, educa-

tion, and religion under their own established society, with freedom from

police and mob brutality and race mixing (NOI 2002).

Symbolic cues included reference to freedom, justice, and equality, that

contributions and suffering of slaves should be recognized, and that there is an

obligation for compensation made to their descendants by “former slave mas-

ters” (NOI 2002). The primary dramatis personae is the “we” who are “Black

men and women” whose “parents and grandparents” were “slaves,” with refer-

ence made to throughout the text as “our people,” “Believers of Islam,”

“Negro,” “Black people,” “our people,” “Black children,” “Muslim teachers,”

and “the Muslims” (NOI 2002). Other dramatis personae include the “former

slave masters,” referred to as “White America,” “slave master’s children,” and

the institutions of society, referred to as the “police,” “federal government,”

“White courts,” and “government of the United States” (NOI 2002).

The plot line is one of fair compensation for contributions. The demand is

made for “full and complete freedom,” “equal justice under the law,” and

“equality of opportunity” (NOI 2002). After “giving 400 years of . . . sweat and

blood” and “free labor,” which “helped America become rich and powerful,”

and “receiving in return some of the worst treatment human beings have ever

experienced” and “suffering forced” by “White America,” the demand is made

for “complete separation” (NOI 2002). To achieve this, the NOI wants to estab-

lish a separate state or territory for their people, and believes that “former slave

masters” are “obligated to provide such land” and to “maintain and supply

(our) needs in this separate territory for the next 20 to 25 years” (NOI 2002).

The scene is set in an oppressive America, where the group once toiled in

slavery and even now does not enjoy the same rights under law, where “thou-

sands of Black people have to subsist on relief or charity or live in poor

houses,” or are sentenced by “White courts” to “federal prisons” and “innu-

merable prisons” (NOI 2002). The scene for the future is of a “separate state or

territory—either on this continent or elsewhere” with “fertile and minerally

[sic] rich” land and all supplies provided by the United States government,

where the group may establish their own society and educational system, and

enjoy freedom of religion (NOI 2002). The sanctioning agents are the concepts

of justice and fairness.

Fantasy Theme II: Resurrection of the

Righteous, God’s Chosen People

In the text “What the Muslims Believe,” the fantasy theme is that the Mus-

lims in America are God’s chosen people and as the “righteous” are the first for

“mental resurrection” (NOI 2002). The time is at hand for the separation of the

races by dividing America, and by “Black people” taking their own names,

thereby fully severing any ties between the “former slave masters” and the
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“freed slaves” (NOI 2002). Only when the “so-called Negroes” are separate

from the “so-called White Americans” to form their own nation will they

obtain true freedom, justice, and equality (NOI 2002). Symbolic cues include

reference to resurrection, God’s chosen people, the righteous, freedom, equal-

ity, and justice.

The primary dramatis personae is “we” of the “so-called Negroes” and “the

people of God’s choice,” also referred to in the text as “the rejected and the

despised,” “the Black man,” “slave master’s slave,” “ the Black people of the

earth,” “freed slaves,” “Black peoples,” and “righteous Muslims” (NOI 2002).

The other key dramatis personae is the “One God whose proper name is Allah,”

who also appears as “Allah (God) in the Person of Master W. Fard Muhammad,

the “Messiah” and the “Mahdi” (NOI 2002). Supporting dramatis personae are

“all the Prophets of God,” mankind, “so-called White Americans” who are

also referred to as “ former slave masters,” enemies, “friends,” and millions of

unemployed (NOI 2002). The plot line is that the time of “first judgement

(sic)” is at hand and has been decreed by God to take place in America (NOI

2002). “The most in need” of resurrection are the “so-called Negroes” who are

“rejected and despised,” and as “the people of God’s choice” and “the righ-

teous,” will be resurrected first (NOI 2002).

To provide true equality and justice due the “Black man” and to prove they

“are truthful about their professed friendship toward the so-called Negro,”

white people are called upon to “divide up America with their slaves” (NOI

2002). Argument is made that America cannot provide enough jobs “for her

own millions of unemployed, in addition to . . . 20,000,000 Black people as

well,” and that “righteous Muslims should not participate in wars” and should

not be forced to participate in such wars unless given “the necessary territory

wherein we may have something to fight for” (NOI 2002).

The scene is set in America, “this nation,” where “this is the time in history

for the separation” of the races to occur, so that God will “bring about a univer-

sal government of peace wherein we all can live in peace together” (NOI

2002). The sanctioning agent is God, who is referred to as “Allah,” supported

by the Holy Qur’an, Scriptures, Prophets, the Bible, and principles of righ-

teousness, justice, and equality.

Fantasy Theme III: The Original People of the Earth

Are Called to Give New Meaning to Race

The fantasy theme in the text “Giving New Meaning to Race” is that the

black race is the “original people of the earth” from which came all other races

(NOI 2002). As the original “aboriginal people of the earth,” race had no mean-

ing until the white race taught a concept of race that included a doctrine of infe-

riority for people of color (NOI 2002). The original people of the earth are now

“being called upon by Allah” to give the “new and true meaning to race,” which
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will end “race” as it has been known and allow “human beings to address each

other as human beings” and “all become one in Christ” (NOI 2002).

Symbolic cues include reference to white domination of the earth teaching

racial inferiority, the black race as the original people of the earth, and the

black race “being called upon by Allah” (NOI 2002). The primary dramatis

personae is the “we” who are “Black men and women” and “brothers and sis-

ters,” with references in the text including “inferior people,” “aboriginal peo-

ple,” “the children of Ham (one of the sons of Noah),” “Black woman . . . the

mother of civilization,” and “community” (NOI 2002). Other dramatis perso-

nae include “Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful,” “the Honorable Elijah

Muhammad,” “White people,” “the White man,” and “the superior White

race,” the family of man, and Jesus (NOI 2002).

The plot line is that the white race has “exercised their rule over the inhabit-

ants of the earth” for the past 6,000 years, which has “advanced a philosophy of

White supremacy” and gave meaning to race which “created hatred and mis-

chief among the family of men” (NOI 2002). This meaning of race will now

change because “Black people are being called upon by Allah through the

Honorable Elijah Muhammad to give new and true meaning to race” (NOI

2002). While “race has no meaning to the aboriginal people of the earth,” it is

“White man” who taught the meaning of race as “the inferiority of Black

and . . . all colors other than White . . . and gave meaning to race in education,

politics, religion, justice and all fields of human endeavor” (NOI 2002). It is

argued that

Religion, Christianity in particular, enforced a falsehood that the we (the Black

race) were the children of Ham (one of the sons of Noah), cursed and doomed to

be hewers of wood and drawers of water for the superior White race. (NOI 2002)

Black people are the “original people of the earth. Out of us came all other

races” (NOI 2002). They are now called upon by Allah to “give new and true

meaning to race,” as taught by the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, including

recognition of pride, “deep spiritual value” and of the “tremendous accom-

plishments Black people have made to advancement of civilization” (NOI

2002). To achieve a “new and true meaning for race,” there must be an end to

racism through elimination of terms that suggest inferiority, recognition of the

need for unity, political alliances, knowledge of self, an end to “White violence

on Black people,” pooling of intellectual and financial resources, and com-

manding respect through “a clean, self-respecting, moral community that

respects family and is hard working” (NOI 2002). The scene is set on earth for

the past 6,000 years, and the future where there is a “new and true meaning to

race” (NOI 2002). The sanctioning agent is Allah through the Honorable Eli-

jah Muhammad, with reference also made to the Holy Qur’an and Christ.
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Discussion and Conclusion

How can people come to hold such hateful and illogical viewpoints? This

article argues that fantasy theme analysis helps us understand how this process

occurs. In themselves, the discursive materials found in these Web sites are his-

torically inaccurate and morally bankrupt. But for those participating in the

drama of these rhetorical visions, they constitute a shining vision of hope and

renewal. Individuals who feel marginalized by society, victimized by an unfair

economic system, and beset by forces beyond their control can participate in a

stirring drama of Biblical proportions. They can be one of the Chosen People.

The written content examined in the Web sites for this study meet

Bormann’s (1985) model of dramatizing messages illustrative of a past event

or descriptive of a future event other than the here-and-now of the group. They

are organized and artistic, offering accounts that simplify and form the social

reality of the participants. Associated fantasy themes form the basis for a rhe-

torical vision of how things have been, are, or will be. The resulting rhetorical

vision pulls group members together and gives them a sense of identification

through a shared reality. Through this process, individuals converge or come to

hold common images as they share fantasy themes. As discussed by Bormann

(1985),

The . . . main task in making a fantasy theme analysis is to find evidence that

symbolic convergence has taken place, that groups of people have shared a fan-

tasy. When similar dramatizing material such as wordplay, narratives, figures,

and analogies crops up in a variety of messages in different contexts, such repeti-

tion is evidence of symbolic convergence. (P. 6)

Fantasy themes therefore constitute an important ingredient in persuasion,

states Bormann (1985), and

much of what has commonly been thought of as persuasion can be accounted for

on the basis of group and mass fantasies. The fantasizing is accompanied by

emotional arousal; the dreams embodied in the fantasies drive participants

toward actions and efforts to achieve them. (P. 9)

A fantasy type is a stock scenario that appears repeatedly in the rhetoric of a

group, by the same or similar dramatis personae (Bormann 1985; Foss 1989).

Bormann (1985) has identified several enduring fantasy types that have been

expressed throughout the history of the United States that are demonstrated in

the Web sites examined.

The first is “Fetching Good Out of Evil” (Bormann 1985, 44), which may be

seen in the NA, KKK, and NOI sites. This fantasy type describes the conse-

quences when God’s chosen people do not live in accordance with His cove-
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nant. However, when the chosen people use the time of troubles to understand

the error of their ways and to find God’s way, the result is a “glorious happy

ending, a time of regeneration and rebirth” (Bormann 1985, 43). A second fan-

tasy type is the preordained drama set by God of “the Christian soldier fight-

ing God’s battles and overcoming adversaries to establish the true church. . . .

An active and, if need be, violent, bloody vision” (Bormann 1985, 45). This

fantasy type is demonstrated in the NA and KKK sites, with rhetoric of a preor-

dained battle that will establish a new world. A third fantasy type is that of a

“holy emigration of God’s chosen people” (Bormann 1985, 44). This may be

seen in the separatism called for by the Stormfront, KKK, and NOI sites,

though the NA site is more strident in its call for a new world for God’s chosen

people, the white race. The fourth fantasy type is that of restoration, which is

demonstrated in all the Web sites examined. As discussed by Bormann (1985)

the archetypal fantasy of restoration is a recurring form throughout the history

of the United States, in which the drama portrays a nation fallen on evil times,

the need for restoration and a return to its foundation, and renewal of basic val-

ues and ideals. Bormann (1985) has traced the progress of the enduring fantasy

type of restoration from the Puritan settlements through U.S. history to Ronald

Reagan’s 1980 inaugural address, thereby providing “evidence for its longev-

ity and staying power” (p. 3). The restoration fantasy has shown to provide a

“powerful and successful partial answer to the problems of rhetoric of unity”

(Bormann 1985, 239).

The restoration fantasy type returns society to its roots or sees society as

built on rotten foundations. It seeks to overthrow practices causing it to stray

from the right path and to establish a new, more perfect society. All the Web

sites examined in this study contain language supporting the argument that the

restoration drama is a powerful fantasy type for these groups. Bormann (1985)

suggests that because a rhetorical vision depends on drama, it has a particular

power that argument and evidence do not:

If the critic can illuminate how people arrange themselves into social hierar-

chies, how they acted to achieve goals embedded in their dreams, and how they

were aroused by the dramatic action and the dramatis personae within the mani-

fest content of their rhetoric, his insights will make a useful contribution to

understanding the movements and its adherents. (Bormann 1972, 400)

All of the sites share two common rhetorical visions that can be summed up

in the master analogies of “God’s Chosen People,” and “We Shall Overcome.”

Bormann (1985) suggests that “the rhetorical appeal to the drama of God’s

chosen people gave to every . . . action a sense of importance.” This vision has

suggested that the group has been chosen in some way, either through the

sacred because they were selected by God and “had read the scriptures right”

(p. 49), or through the secular because of “innate fitness” (p. 49). Bormann
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(1985) uses the example of Abraham Lincoln’s allusion to this archetypal fan-

tasy “in his annual message to Congress in 1862 when he said that the people

held ‘the power’and have ‘the responsibility’ ” (p. 49). Similar sacred or secu-

lar statements can be found in all the Web sites examined, with the NA, KKK,

and NOI sites all specifically referring to the group as being “God’s chosen.”

Bormann (1985) believes that the history of rhetorical visions in the United

States and Europe indicates that there are few more powerful appeals than that

contained in the vision of “We Shall Overcome” (p. 50). Stemming from

beliefs of predestination and the inevitability that God’s chosen people will tri-

umph, Bormann (1985) notes that this vision has sustained groups throughout

history, from the Puritans to “The Progressives (who) thought that progress

was inevitable and fought to achieve it; the Nazis thought that they were inevi-

table and struggled for their thousand-year Reich” (Bormann 1985, 50). The

fantasy types of the emigration of the chosen people and restoration combine

to support the “We Shall Overcome” vision in the Web sites that the group will

endure and triumph in restoration and establishment of a right and proper

world. Fantasy theme analysis permits us to go beyond the clearly specious

statements of the Web sites to identify rhetoric that is fueled by mainstream

and traditional American religious values, beliefs, and dreams for the future.

Participants in a rhetorical vision constitute a rhetorical community

(Bormann 1985; Foss 1989). Bormann (1985) explains that developing a sense

of community involves the creation of a common consciousness, such as that

found in participation in a rhetorical vision, and identification of a collective

self. Establishment of the group identity usually involves division between the

“we” of the group and outsiders, who are portrayed as the “they,” unsympa-

thetic, or evil. Bormann (1985) explains that fantasies clearly defining the

groups are crucial to the emergence of its consciousness. As all the Web sites

examined contain protagonists and antagonists with the development of group

identity characterized in “we” and “they” language, it can be argued that the

rhetorical visions as seen in these Web sites establish the basis for the forma-

tion of a “virtual” rhetorical community. Moreover, as Bormann (1981) has

observed, individuals who inhabit a particular rhetorical vision form a rhetori-

cal community and in the sharing of fantasy themes, they come to identify cer-

tain activities as appropriate or improper. Members of a rhetorical community

can share a world view that to them is entirely plausible, but to outsiders may

seem unreasonable, unethical, and hateful.

Users of the Internet and World Wide Web must be aware of the persuasive

characteristics of the medium and associated concerns about source credibility

and information integrity. While the Web sites examined in this study may be

accused of falsifying, fabricating, or distorting evidence, none is deceptive

about the intent of the communication and all appear to be straightforward in

statements of beliefs. The nature of the medium is such that the sites give the
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appearance of authority, even while the veracity of the information may be sus-

pect. Furthermore, emotional appeals to principles of fairness and justice are

powerfully persuasive, and can be found in all the Web sites in this study. The

legitimizing authority in the form of a greater force—God, Jesus Christ,

Yahweh, Allah, or Nature—is a common thread and serves to further enhance

the credibility and persuasiveness of the sites.

The Internet and the World Wide Web provide opportunities to present per-

suasive messages on a global scale to increasingly broad audiences. While a

teen might not ask his or her parents to drive him to a Klan meeting, informa-

tion about it is now readily available. Joining the rhetorical community of a

hate group is as easy as going online.

This study is one of the first to analyze the establishment of a Web-based

rhetorical community, and is only an initial and broad examination of this phe-

nomenon in a virtual environment. Future studies might include (1) a more in-

depth examination of the rhetorical vision of a particular group, particularly

those espousing millennial apocalyptic visions or the Christian Identity theol-

ogy; (2) examination of the graphics, symbols, and images used in hate group

sites; and (3) desensitization studies examining whether the interactive nature

of the medium may influence a recipient of a persuasive message to become

desensitized and more accepting of a hate message because of the manner in

which the individual must interact with the medium and therefore the message

itself.

As the technology-savvy extreme goes mainstream, the implications for the

effectiveness of this medium in communicating the rhetorical visions of hate

groups has the potential for insidious social consequences. As the growth of

the medium continues to expand into use by increasing numbers of individuals

in the population, so too will the potential for Web-based rhetorical communi-

ties to grow and flourish.

Notes

1. The HateWatch site has been suspended, which has elicited comments of victory from var-

ious hate groups. See http://www.nationalist.org/docs/reports/hatewatch.html.

2. Online research was conducted to find hate group sites using the AltaVista and HotBot

search engines. Key words used in the search include Aryan nations, black power, hate groups,

Ku Klux Klan, Neo-Nazi, white Christian, white power, and white supremacy. The key word

Aryan nations resulted in a finding of 1,936 Web pages using the AltaVista search engine and

1,211 matches using the HotBot search engine. The key word black power resulted in a finding

of 7,728 Web pages using the AltaVista search engine and 3,982 matches using the HotBot

search engine. The key word hate groups resulting in a finding of 5,151 Web pages using the

AltaVista search engine and 3,534 matches using the HotBot search engine. The key word Ku

Klux Klan resulted in a finding of 12,665 Web pages using the AltaVista search engine and 7,938

matches using the Hotbot search engine. The key word Neo-Nazi resulted in a finding of 8,694

Web pages using the AltaVista search engine and 5,697 matches using the HotBot search
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engine. The key word white Christian resulted in a finding of 1,445 Web pages using the

AltaVista search engine and 1,005 matches using the HotBot search engine. The key word

Christian Identity resulted in a finding of 2,472 Web pages using the AltaVista search engine

and 1,690 matches using the HotBot search engine. The key word white power resulted in a find-

ing of 6,009 Web pages using the AltaVista search engine and 3,076 matches using the HotBot

search engine. The key word white supremacy resulted in a finding of 4,999 Web pages using the

AltaVista search engine and 3,178 matches using the HotBot search engine. The HotBot search

engine also provided a list of the “ten most visited sites” for each key word.

3. The Christian Identity movement was also analyzed as part of the original study. For pur-

poses of brevity, it is not included in this article. A representative Web site may be accessed at:

http://www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/.
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